
 
 

 

 

NEWSLETTER BEE DIVERSITY #1 

Improvement of biodiversity through innovative management of ecosystems 

and monitoring of bees. 

 
The BEE-DIVERSITY project intends to create an innovative cross-border system for the improvement and monitoring of biodiversity 

in habitats, which allows the improvement, sustainable and integrated management of ecosystems, with a specific focus on bees and 

on the relationship between agricultural practices and the vitality of bee populations. 

The work is carried out in Natura 2000 areas with the direct collaboration of owners and management companies and stakeholders 

(farmers, beekeepers, technicians, etc.). 

 

The 5 partners of the Interreg BEE Diversity project are Italian Veneto Agriculture - Veneta Agency for Innovation in the Primary 

Sector, Pordenone Technological Pole Andrea Galvani, University of Udine, and Slovenes BSC, Poslovno podporni center, d.o.o. and 

Univerza v Ljubljani / University of Ljubljana 

 

NEWS&EVENTS 

31/10/2020 

The project analyzes 10 case studies 

The BEE-DIVERSITY project analyzes 10 case studies for a total 

of 8,000 hectares between Italy and Slovenia, structuring protocols 

and a joint model. The project integrates, for the first time, a 

process of harvesting, sowing and spreading native herbaceous 

plants with a monitoring of the health of the areas with pollinators 

(bees) through an innovative system for assessing the health of 

bees called "beehive electronics "(Smart Hive) for the collection, 

management and aggregation of data and an application (APP), for 

the subsequent disclosure of the data obtained. Through the APP, 

the system will communicate, in various ways, technical 

information to professionals and general information to raise 

awareness among the population. 

 

 

16/11/2020 

Bees, an indicator of biodiversity. 

Together with Lorenzo Furlan, from Veneto Agricoltura, we 

discover the fundamental relationship between bees and 

agriculture, the goal of the Interreg Bee Diversity project; the 

importance of Integrated Defense 

WATCH THE VIDEO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCwVgx622s4&fbclid=IwAR2BevhvlW3UCQZ0Ln_HzaEe0czRM4FOZROCs6X8YFMMm_9XF5khxLw5H-M


 

 

 

 

30/11/2020 

Bee-Diversity, we safeguard bee 

habitats. 

The innovative European Interreg Italy-Slovenia "Bee-Diversity" 

project, which involves numerous other subjects in the Veneto-

Friuli-Slovenian area as well as Veneto Agriculture, aims to 

preserve the biodiversity of the habitats in which bees live, 

fundamental pollinating insects. 

WATCH THE VIDEO 

 

 

 
This project is supported by the Interreg V-A Italy-Slovenia Cooperation Program, financed by the European 

Regional Development Fund.

 

Durata del progetto 01.02.2020 – 31.08.2022 

Budget totale 695.650,00€ 

FESR 591.302,50€ 
 

www.ita-slo.eu/BEE-DIVERSITY 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbYzrGdEvO4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.ita-slo.eu/it/bee-diversity-0

